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The unique technology provides automated turning sequences for the 
prevention and treatment of pressure ulcers (decubitus) up to and including 
category four (4). The continuous and automated movement sequences of 
the Tidewave™ mattress make manual repositioning unnecessary. For the 
patient, this means undisturbed sleep, less stiffness and pain, as well as a 
general improvement in well-being and quality of life. The Tidewave™ 
mattress enables caregivers to avoid manual repositioning multiple times a 
night while providing the peace of mind that the patient is in bed, safely.

Developed according to international EPUAP guide-
lines with users and health personnel, adapted to their 
needs 

Quiet compressor, for an undisturbed sleep 

Continuous turning movements for optimal care

Harder cold foam along the edge of the mattress 
makes it easier to get in or out of bed without 
assistance 

The turning movements are so slow that the user does 
not notice them 

Relieves health personnel of the heavy lifting normally 
associated with repositioning the patient

Ensures continuous, resource-independent reposition-
ing of the patient

Less pain and undisturbed sleep for patients can lead 
to a better collaboration with the health personnel 

Free up more time for treatment and other nursing 
activities

The Tidewave™ mattress consists of an ergonomic cold foam mattress with 
air cells underneath. With the push of a button, it curves to shape a support-
ing cradle around the patient’s body. After the patient is safely supported, the 
mattress starts moving slowly and continuously from side to side. The 
increased surface contact area of the cradle shape, combined with the slow 
and constant movement from side to side, eliminates the need for manual 
repositioning.

The intuitive control panel lets the user set the degree of turning, turning 
direction both ways, only left or only right. The time it takes to complete a 
turning cycle can be set to 20, 40, or 60 minutes. A pause of 15 or 30 minutes 
at side position can also be set. 
The mattress can be ordered with soft, medium or hard foam section, 
depending on the weight and preferences of the patient.

Ergonomic cold foam mattress on top

Dual layer air mattress

12 air cells in 9 individual controlled sections

The curvature adapts to the weight of the user to 
ensure stability before the turning begins

All-round incontinence protection cover, can ble 
cleaned hygenically 

A single connector with CPR quick release connects 
the mattress to the pump unit

Complete delivery with mattress and control unit

Suitable for all types of beds (within the specified size)

Manufacturer: Tidewave R&D AS
Norway - NO-MF-000000557 TW-DAS10996-1
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